GRADUATE PROGRAMS
IN POLITICAL SCIENCE

WHY UCALGARY?

1 faculty

The department is among the strongest in Canada. Our scholars are pivotal in shaping discourse in Canada and around the world.

JEAN-CHRISTOPHE BOUCHER—Foreign Policy Analysis; Conflict analysis; Computations social science
IAN R. BRODIE—Canadian Political Institutions; Elections and Representation; Legal Regimes and Politics
GAVIN CAMERON—Intelligence; Terrorism; Nonproliferation of Nuclear, Chemical and Biological Weapons
REGINA COCHRANE—Contemporary Political Theory; Feminist/Green Political Theory; Social and Global Justice
BARRY COOPER—Western Political Philosophy; Prehistoric Political Symbols; Canadian Public Policy
ANTONIO FRANCESCHET—Human Rights; International Law; Ethics
SUSAN FRANCESCHET—Women’s political representation; Gender, politics, and policy; Gender quotas
JOSHUA GOLDSTEIN—History of Western Political Thought, especially Hegel and Rousseau; Sexual Ethics, autonomy, embodiment; New Natural Law Theory
MAUREEN HIBBERT—Genocide and Political Violence; International and Comparative Law and Politics; Law and Armed Conflict/International Humanitarian Law
ROB HUEBERT—Arctic Security; Strategic Studies; Maritime Security
TAREQ ISMAEL—IR/International Relations; Middle East Politics; Social movements in the global south
JACK LUCAS—Municipal Elections; Urban Democratic Institutions; Canadian Political Development
PABLO POLICER—Security & Governance; Latin American Politics; Indigenous Politics
ROBERTA RICE—Indigenous Politics; Latin American Politics; Identity Politics
ANTHONY SAYERS—Canadian Elections Database; Elections and Representation; Political Institutions and Political Parties
GINA STARBLANKET—Gender and Politics; Indigenous Politics; Theorizing beyond the Liberal Order
DANIEL VOTH—Indigenous Politics; Canadian Politics; Political Thought
LISA YOUNG—Elections and Representations; Gender and Politics; Political Parties

2 the department

We are a dynamic, supportive and intellectually-diverse department which strives for excellence in teaching, research, graduate education and public outreach. Our graduate students become leaders in academic, public and private sector careers. The Department has research strengths in all the major fields in Political Science, as well as Arctic politics, elections and political behaviour, Indigenous politics, gender and politics, human rights, law and politics, genocide and war, and sexual ethics.

3 campus and city

The University of Calgary is a leading research-intensive institution which strives to collaborate with and serve the community at large. Calgary is Canada’s fourth-largest city located at the foothills of the Rocky Mountains. In addition to world-class outdoor recreation, Calgary boasts a lively and diverse cultural community rich with opportunities for adventure and community interaction.

APPLICATIONS

Online application and supporting document deadline is January 15th. Prospective students can review our programs, admission requirements and funding support at poli.ucalgary.ca